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Overview & Purpose
Learn how to paint a modern fish painting with acrylics. Learn the elements and
principles of art (specifically variety) and a brief history of modern art.
This lesson is meant to teach skills that will inspire experimentation and imagination.

Objectives
1. Learn the elements and principles of art and design, specifically variety.
2. Learn how to paint with acrylics in a modern style.
3. Learn about modern art and why it is significant for artists and art history.

Lesson Duration
60 minutes
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Artist Level Changes
Not every art lesson is appropriate for every skill level, that’s why I suggest making
these changes to the lesson to make it more fun and appropriate for artists of every skill
level. To see what art level you’re at, visit CreatefulArt.com (click here) and learn more
about each of the following levels.

Scribblers
Ages 35

● Kids this age are just learning to use paint. I suggest giving them 2 colors of
acrylic paint, some paper and letting them paint without something specific in
mind.

Doodlers
Ages 68

● Adult supervision recommended. Supervision needed with use of paint.
● Protect clothing with artist smocks or wear painting clothes.
● Protect table surface with drop cloth or cover.
● Only give child 2 paint colors. Ask them what they would like, if they don’t know I
suggest grey and a blue color.
● Kids only need a quarter size of paint on their palette (I use a plate).
● Mix the paint colors for the child if their chosen colors require mixing.
● Separate the paint colors into cups or give one color at a time to avoid mixing of
the paint.
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● Let each color dry in the steps before giving child another color. I use a hairdryer
to speed up the drying process.
● Using a 5x7” or small sized canvas will make this lesson simpler.
● If using a 5x7” let the child paint the entire background instead of drawing the
fish and painting around them. Simply draw the fish over the background color.
● The lesson duration may be too long for kids of this age. If you are using a larger
than 5x7” canvas to cut time, paint the canvas background for the child before
beginning this lesson so the lesson focus can be on creating the fish.
● It is easier for children to paint their fish over the background color than to paint
around the shapes.
● Kids should sketch with a watercolor pencil and erase mistakes with water.

Doodlers Lesson
To make art simple you can break it down into basic parts. The elements and principles
of art are those basic parts. You can also think of them as the building blocks of an art
piece.
There are seven elements of art: line, color, shape, form, value, texture, and space. You
can use the elements of art to explain an art piece or how to create it.
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The Principles of Art are: balance, dominance, variety, movement, pattern, proportion
and unity. You don't need to remember all these yet, but you need to know why they are
important. They are important because all the different principles of art are used when
making great artwork. Artists use the elements of art in a certain way to create the
principle of art they desire.
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While we paint our fish, I want you to think about how we created variety with the size,
shape, and design of our fish. This variety creates artwork that is fun to look at. Variety

is a technique used by artists who wish to increase the visual interest of their artwork.

Explorers
Ages 912

● Does not need adult supervision with video lesson.
● Your artwork is not meant to look exactly like mine. Listen to the lesson, but add
or change whatever you would like to your artwork.
● Protect clothing with artist smocks or wear painting clothes.
● Protect table surface with drop cloth or cover.
● I suggest choosing only 2 paint colors and using white as a third color.
● Separate the paint colors into cups or use a clean palette (plate) for each color
and use only one color at a time to avoid muddy mixing of the paint.
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● Let each color dry before painting another color.
● It is easier to paint their fish over the background color than to paint around the
shapes.
● Kids should sketch with a watercolor pencil and erase mistakes with water.

Explorers Lesson
To make art simple you can break it down into basic parts. The elements and principles
of art are those basic parts. You can also think of them as the building blocks of an art
piece.
There are seven elements of art: line, color, shape, form, value, texture, and space. You
can use the elements of art to explain an art piece or how to create it.

The Principles of Art are: balance, dominance, variety, movement, pattern, proportion
and harmony/unity. You don't need to remember all these yet, but you need to know why
they are important. They are important because all the different principles of art are
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used when making great artwork. Artists use the elements of art in a certain way to
create the principle of art they desire.

Variety is a principle of design that refers to a way of combining visual elements to
achieve intricate and complex relationships. It is a technique used by artists who wish to
increase the visual interest of their artwork.
While we paint our fish I want you to think about how we created variety with the sizes,
shapes, and designs of our fish. This creates and artwork that is fun to look at.

Creators
Ages 13+

● I encourage you to find a use for this art piece, maybe for a room, relaxation, or
fun! In the lesson I frame my work in a float frame. This piece looks awesome
anywhere you want a touch of ocean feel as decor.
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● This lesson is easy enough for all beginning artists.
● Your artwork is not meant to look exactly like mine. You may add or change
whatever you would like to your artwork.
● Protect table surface and clothes.

Creators Lesson
To make art simple you can break art down into basic parts. The elements of art are
those broken down basic parts. You can also think of the Elements of Art as the

building blocks used by artists to create an art piece. There are seven elements of art:
line, color, shape, form, value, texture, and space. You can use the elements of art to
explain a work of art or how to create it.

Line is the path of a moving point. Think about line when you put your pencil down and
then move it to create a line. You can create all different kinds of lines.
Color is the most expressive element in art. It is seen by the way light reflects off the
surface of objects.
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A shape is the area enclosed by a line. Shapes are two-dimensional, that means they
look flat. Shapes can be geometric or organic.

Forms are 3-dimensional shapes. They occupy or give the illusion of space.
Value is the lightness or darkness of a surface. It is used for light and shadows to
create the illusion of space.

Texture is the actual feel or appearance in the artwork. The texture can be smooth,
rough, shiny and so on.
Space is how shapes are arranged in an art piece to create an illusion of depth.
All of the Principles of Art & Design are explained with the Elements of Art.
The Principles of Art are: balance, dominance, movement, rhythm, proportion, variety,
and harmony. They are important because all the different principles of art are used
when making great artwork. Artists use the elements of art in a certain way to create the
principle of art they desire.
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Variety is a principle of design that refers to a way of combining visual elements to
achieve intricate and complex relationships. It is a technique used by artists who wish to
increase the visual interest of their artwork.

While we paint our fish I want you to think about how we created variety with the sizes,
shapes, and designs of our fish. This creates and artwork that is fun to look at.
I also want you to think about how variety was used in creating balance, harmony,
proportion, movement, emphasis and a fun feel with fun patterns. It is amazing how
how the principles of art work together.
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Art History
Modern Art describes a style of art where the traditions of the past were set aside for
experimentation. This art style brings a new way of seeing and representing things ands
it’s popularity is mostly due to the invention of the camera. Instead of the need to
represent what was real artists began to represent what was not real.
The era of modern art spanned a period of roughly 100 years between 1860-1970. At
first, modern art was considered bizarre and rejected. However, like anything new,
people eventually came around to the ideas of modern art and appreciated the modern
artists and their work.
Modern art has many fazes but generally the style is considered to be more about
aesthetics. Aesthetics is the philosophy of beauty in cultures. Modern art fazes include
impressionism, cubism, fauvism, expressionism, futurism, abstract, suprematism,
constructivism, minimal art and among others. You can see examples and brief
descriptions of these modern art fazes by clicking on this link.
What we will be painting today with our fish is a style called mid-century modern art.
Mid-century art includes geometric or simple shapes that are flat in color. A lot of the art
is considered graphic art and the architecture also had the same geometric, simple
shape, and flat colors style. I love to use this style when decorating kids rooms. Kids
love the simplicity and color. Here is an example of mid modern art inspired by Piet
Mondrian.
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Today while we crate our modern fish painting I will be showing you how to get the flat
look with acrylic paint, as well as how to design using a mid modern style. It will be fun!
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Let’s Create!
Materials Needed
See examples of each of the supplies and purchase here:
1. Canvas or Canvas Panel
2. Acrylic Paint
3. Brushes (small flat, larger flat, medium round)
4. Micron Pen (any size, I use .5mm)
5. Pencil and eraser or watercolor pencil
6. Palette or plate
7. Water in jar
8. Paper towels
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Video
Watch the Youtube video art lesson here.
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Lesson Steps
Follow these simple steps to easily follow along with the video. You can always pause the
video, as the video will speed through some of the steps.

Step 1 - Set Up

● You will need a flat surface to paint on.
● You may want to cover your surface with a drop cloth for protection.
● You may want to protect your clothing from paint with an artist smock or apron.
● Be sure to place any electronic devices you will be using to watch the video away
from the water and on top of something in case of spills.
(Materials needed on previous page)
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Step 2- Sketch Fish

● This art piece follows the rule of odds. That means that idea that things come in
odd numbers is more visually appealing. How I apply this in this artwork is by
drawing one large fish and three small fish.
● To create balance in painting you need to add variety and strategically place your
fish. Where there is a large fish I balanced the painting by adding three small fish,
when combined would be about the same size. When drawing a long fish, I
balanced it by drawing a long tail on a fish near it. When painting a fish going to
the right, I made sure that one other fish was going to the right so that 2 were
going left and 2 were going to the right. I also make sure that the fish were at
similar distances from the sides. Did you realize that so much thought went into
this painting? Balance is what helps us feel comfortable when we look at a
painting. When it is off balance it can really become annoying to look at. We
create balance by adding variety.
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● Sketch your fish, and/or whales using a watercolor pencil so that you can easily
erase the lines with water and a paper towel until you achieve balance.
● The shapes of the fish are completely up to you, however, what makes a fish look
like a fish is that they are round or oval in nature and they have fins or a tale of
some sort. You can play around with changing the shape of the fish for variety,
however to add unity make sure you do not add too much variety which would
make the fish don’t belong together in the painting. I decided to add variety in the
tails instead of the fish shapes.
● I did not paint any fins. You can paint fins if you want. I did not because I wanted
to add simple designs later without my fish drawings becoming too busy. You
can get creative and make your fish anyway you like! So add fins if that is what
you desire.
● Don’t add any details yet. The details come later. We just need to know what
shapes we will need to paint around in the next step.
● If you paint the background a solid color for ease, you will move to the next step
and then return to this step to draw your fish on top of the paint so that you can
paint your fish in Step 4.
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Step 3- Paint Water Background

● You will want to use your flat brushes edge to paint around your shapes to make
nice crisp lines around them.
● With your round brush you will paint small areas that can not be reached with
your flat brushes.
● Make sure you do not get paint on your shapes. But it just might happen and that
is okay. Don’t get upset, it is easy to paint over the mistakes when you paint your
fish.
● When painting make sure you do not see brush strokes so that the painting will
appear flat and more mid-century art-like. To do this you spread the paint side to
side and make sure not too much paint is on your brush. Do however, make sure
that no white of the canvas is scene under the painted areas.
● Continue to paint all around your shapes, leaving only the shapes that you will
paint a different color in the next step.
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● Let the first layer of paint dry (I use a hairdryer to speed up the process, it really
cuts down on time with this painting).
● Add another layer of paint and again let it dry. If necessary you may need to add
more layers until your paint color looks completely flat, or all one solid color.

Step 4- Paint Fish

● You will need to use the same techniques with your brushes as I list in step 3.
● Choose the colors of paint to paint your fish. For simplicity I chose only two
colors. For balance I chose to paint the whale and the fish furthest away from it
blue. The two fish between are white. You can add as much variety as you would
like and place the colors as you wish. It is really a fine line between balance,
variety, and simplicity. It is fun to play around with those to create different looks
and styles. Don’t feel like your painting needs to look exactly like mine to be
correct your painting will be unique to you.
● Paint your fish carefully, take your time with this step.
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● Once you have painted your first layer, let it dry, and paint more layers until the
colors are solid.
● Let it dry. (I use a hairdryer)

Step 5- Draw Fish Designs with Pen

● Again, this a really fun and creative part.
● You can use your colored pencil to sketch your designs if you are unsure of what
you want to do, so that any mistakes can easily be removed with water.
● Once you're ready to place your final designs use your micron, waterproof artists
pen, or fine-tipped permanent marker to go over your lines.
● Canvases are bumpy so take your time. It may be difficult to draw on and get
smooth lines. To get smooth lines go over your lines carefully again and this
should help. You're not a computer that can make perfect lines, so don’t get hung
up on making it perfect. The great part of this artwork is that the lines are not
perfect and therefore look more artistic.
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Step 6- Sign and Display

● After your lines are dry sign your work and place it in a frame.
● If you used an canvas panel it will be easy to remove the glass and discard the
glass and place the painting in the frame.
● If you used a regular canvas paint the sides and place on your wall as is, without
a frame which will look very modern.
● To protect this painting you may want to spray it with a varnish (found at art
stores) specifically for mixed media. The pen in this painting make this piece a
mixed media art piece. However the paint and the pen (waterproof) are
permanent and the varnish is not necessary to keep this painting protected for
years.
● Finally, take a picture (and share with me via email, instagram, or facebook).
Taking a high quality photo of your artwork allows you to store and edit your

artwork on the computer. You could then create a card or place your artwork on a
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coffee mug, whatever you wish. A picture is also a safe way to store your
artwork safely in case the original gets ruined. When taking a picture, you need
even lighting (best outside on a hazy day and make sure no shadows are seen on
the photo) and even the best lighting will change the colors of your picture, so
take time to edit your photo to match your artwork. You can do this for free on
pixlr.com.

I hope you enjoyed this art lesson. You can find more art lessons at
createfulart.com. Be sure to subscribe to my Youtube channel or my
Newsletter!
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